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Abstract: The garnet chemical zoning method (GZM) is a reliable thermodynamic approach for for-
ward modeling pressure-temperature (P-T) paths using observed garnet and bulk rock compositions.
However, intracrystalline diffusion is known to compromise the integrity of GZM modeled garnet-
growth P-T paths. For this reason, extracting reliable metamorphic estimates from garnet-bearing
schists in the Central Menderes Massif (CMM), western Turkey, has been difficult. To evaluate the
impact of diffusion on GZM, we simulate garnet growth and diffusion for an average metapelite us-
ing the program Theria_G. Modeled garnet compositions from four simulations are used to estimate
P-T conditions and paths by GZM, which are compared against Theria_G specified P-T-t trajectories.
Factors influencing results are heating/cooling rate, grain size, and peak T. At a maximum T of 610 ◦C,
both undiffused and diffused garnet compositions returned estimates comparable to prescribed con-
ditions regardless of heating/cooling rate. Diffused profiles from simulations reaching a maximum T
of 670 ◦C also reproduced prescribed P-T paths if tectonism occurred at high heating/cooling rates
(50 ◦C/my). From these insights and additional Theria_G simulation-derived observations for CMM
garnets, we deduce that metamorphism in the region exceeded 650 ◦C and achieved a maximum
burial P between 8–10 kbar prior to Cenozoic exhumation.
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1. Introduction

Garnet is known to retain a record of tectonism experienced during growth with the
assumption that its chemical zoning occurs as pressure and temperature (P and T) change
over time (e.g., [1–22]). Recently, the application of one garnet-based thermobarometric
method has further shown this mineral’s ability to record a more dynamic evolution of
metamorphic terranes than what is typically extracted (e.g., [17,19–23]). The garnet zoning
thermobarometric method (GZM), herein referencing the approach of [17], can provide
a detailed reconstruction of nuanced lithosphere dynamics during the prograde burial
of crustal rocks, as is the case in the Menderes Massif, western Turkey [21,23]. There the
method was used to reveal that garnets throughout the southern portion of the massif not
only retain a record of metamorphic growth in response to Cenozoic burial, but they also
capture an intermediate pressure inflection (~1 kbar drop) interpreted as a brief period of
local denudation.

GZM has only seen a limited number of applications [17,19–23]. One plausible ex-
planation for this could be users encountering “model failure” due to divalent cation
intracrystalline diffusion within garnet, a realistic expectation for many metamorphic
garnets worldwide. For instance, Etzel et al. [23] attempted to apply this approach to a
series of metapelites from the Central Menderes Massif’s Bozdağ and Bayındır nappes but
could not produce sensible P-T paths for all but one sample. The authors speculated this
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was because chemical zonation had relaxed due to intracrystalline diffusion; ultimately,
they could only report relative metamorphic conditions.

The limited successful application of GZM in the Central Menderes Massif has inspired
a need to evaluate the method’s sensitivity to diffusional modification. By doing so, we
believe the clarity of the method’s reliability- and limitations- will be presented.

In this contribution, we revisit the work of [21,23]. We begin by reviewing the funda-
mentals of GZM and how it interfaces with the software package Theriak-Domino [24,25]
as conceived by [17]. From this, we segue into a modeling-based experiment designed to
evaluate the impacts of intracrystalline diffusion on GZM thermobarometry. Given observa-
tions made from this sensitivity evaluation, we then reexamine the Cenozoic metamorphic
history of the Menderes Massif by using garnet compositions from [23] to forward-model
garnet growth along prescribed pressure-temperature-time (P-T-t) paths using the well-
established software package Theria_G [26]. The ultimate goal is to replicate measured
garnet compositions previously reported by [23], and thus propose a plausible tectonic
history for the region.

2. Geological Background

The Menderes Massif, located in western Turkey, is a part of the Alpine-Himalayan
orogeny and is one of the largest metamorphic core complexes in the world (Figure 1).
Estimated P-T conditions have been used to infer processes that worked to assemble
western Turkey and to speculate about the evolution of western Anatolia compared to the
Aegean Sea [27–29]. The region has been mapped as a series of stacked nappes [27–29].
These are termed the Bayındır, Bozdağ, Çine, and Selimiye nappes, and were emplaced
sometime after the Late Cretaceous (e.g., [30]). This contribution focuses on samples from
the structurally lowest Bayındır and Bozdağ nappes exposed in the central Menderes
Massif (Figure 1).
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The Bayındır nappe consists of greenschist to amphibolite facies metasediments 
[28,31]. Lithologies include phyllite, quartzite, marble, pelitic greenschist, and Miocene 
granites. The schists contain biotite + quartz + muscovite + plagioclase + garnet + ilmenite 

Figure 1. Geological map of the Menderes Massif, western Turkey, modified from [23]. (a) Regional map of the Aegean Sea
and western Anatolia. This shows the location of the Menderes Massif and its position in relation to the Izmir—Ankara—
Erizincan Suture Zone (IAESZ). (b) Simplified geological map of the Central Menderes Massif. The locations of samples
referenced in this study are labeled.

The Bayındır nappe consists of greenschist to amphibolite facies metasediments [28,31].
Lithologies include phyllite, quartzite, marble, pelitic greenschist, and Miocene gran-
ites. The schists contain biotite + quartz + muscovite + plagioclase + garnet + ilmenite +
chlorite [32]. The contact between the Bayındır and Bozdağ nappes is mapped as a thrust
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fault based on refolded fabrics [28]. Alternatively, the Bayındır nappe may itself be a
greenschist-facies mylonitic shear zone [33]. The overlying Bozdağ nappe is reported to
be higher grade than the Bayındır nappe (amphibolite-facies) [27,31,34]. The Bozdağ unit
includes lenses of eclogite, marble, amphibolite, and granitoids [31,35]. Bozdağ nappe
metapelites from the central Menderes Massif comprise quartz + muscovite + staurolite +
garnet ± biotite ± plagioclase ± kyanite ± chlorite [23,31].

Menderes Massif rocks have yielded problematic P-T estimates. Previous estimates f
range from <450 ◦C and ~4 kbar to ~650 ◦C and 10 kbar [36–39]. Some rocks show evidence
of disequilibrium among phases and some barometers have been applied to inappropriate
(uncalibrated) mineral compositions [36,40,41]. One reported range of T conditions was
determined isotopically, but because the mineral assemblages were judged to be in dise-
quilibrium, their calculations may not reflect precise prograde T’s [42]. One study only
reported estimated temperatures and assumed baric conditions between 5 and 10 kbar due
to a “lack of P-sensitive assemblages” [37]. Some conditions suggest inverted metamorphic
gradients within and between individual nappes [43].

More recently, Etzel et al. [23] reported P-T paths from chemically zoned garnets using
the GZM approach for two Bozdağ nappe samples (MM03-22 and MM03-23; Figure 2). The
data, petrology, and sample locations are described in detail by [23,44]. Figure 1 shows their
general locations. One path suggests growth during burial (MM03-22), and a second path
(MM03-23) suggests garnet grew isobarically over an increase in T of ~45 ◦C (Figure 2).
Although Etzel et al. [23] tried using GZM to obtain garnet P-T paths from three other
Bayındır nappe rocks (samples MM03-33, MM03-38, and MM04-48) and three from the
Bozdağ nappe (samples MM03-26, MM03-27, MM03-28), they were unsuccessful. Still, by
using their measured bulk rock compositions and observed garnet composition at grain
cores and rims, P-T conditions were estimated by isopleth thermobarometry, allowing
generalized paths to be presented for five other samples. The garnet rim P-T conditions for
these samples (590–640 ◦C and 6.4–7.5 kbar) are consistent with the conditions reported
elsewhere in the Menderes Massif [22,37,39,45].
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Figure 2. A compilation of garnet P-T estimates for rocks from the Central Menderes Massif. All
estimates here are made using the GZM approach (P-T path modeling and core/rim isopleth thermo-
barometry). Error bars for core/rim estimates are based upon the region of P-T space, which garnet
isopleths overlapped. This figure is modified from [23].

3. Methods
3.1. Garnet Chemical Zoning Thermobarometry

In rocks that have experienced a simple prograde metamorphic history, peak P-T
estimates provide information on the depths from which they have been exhumed [46–49],
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whereas P-T paths provide trajectories that rocks followed throughout their metamorphic
history. The paths pass through peak metamorphic conditions inferred from observed min-
eral assemblages, isochemical phase diagrams, and/or estimates made using conventional
thermobarometry [31,33,39,47]. Although they use chemical information from the mineral
assemblages, paths constructed in this way do not consider the complexities between initial
and final growth.

Several approaches have been developed to generate and estimate the most detailed
P-T paths possible from garnet based on its chemical zoning (e.g., [6,17,18,50,51]). One
such approach developed by [17] forward models P-T paths based on measured garnet
compositions in metapelites. Their method has been previously described to varying levels
of detail [17,20,22,23]. Here we focus the discussion on P-T estimates and computing
isochemical phase diagrams using the software package Theriak-Domino. Other software
packages could be used, such as Perple_X [52,53], if the original code of [17] is appropriately
adapted. These packages use the same input information (garnet composition and effective
rock composition) and achieve the same results. Assuming the code of [17] could interface
with Perple_X, both programs should produce comparable results provided that the same
thermodynamic database and activity models are used [54].

In the GZM approach, a P-T path over which garnet grew is estimated using its
observed composition (from EPMA) and bulk-rock chemical composition. The bulk com-
position can be obtained in a variety of ways, including by Fusion-Inductively Coupled
Plasma spectrometry (FUS-ICP), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), or compositionally analyzing
minerals and estimating their modes (e.g., [22,55–57]). We routinely employ one additional
step: independently estimating core and rim conditions by isopleth thermobarometry
for validation purposes. For this step, the core and rim garnet compositions are used to
estimate P-T conditions using the original bulk rock composition (for core) and a frac-
tionated bulk rock composition (for rim). The fractionated composition is computed by
Theriak-Domino (described below). Reported P-T conditions are determined where all
garnet isopleths (±0.01 mole fraction) overlap.

The GZM method first defines conditions of garnet nucleation, then proceeds to de-
termine the rest of the path. The routine of [17] runs in MATLAB and interfaces with the
software package Theriak-Domino [25,54]. The process begins by computing an isochem-
ical phase diagram using a whole-rock bulk composition and at a P-T point outside the
garnet stability field. The script searches the P-T grid for the smallest misfit between the
measured composition (i.e., input core composition) and a modeled garnet composition
(core composition for the initial step). The process uses the optimization function FMIN-
SEARCH in MATLAB, which uses the Nelder–Mead algorithm [58] to find the smallest
misfit. The misfit is calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared differences
between the measured composition (i.e., specified input) and the best-fit composition.
Once an acceptable misfit is reached and the calculated P-T point is accepted, the program
fractionates a simulated amount of garnet, which will then modify the bulk composition.
THERIAK estimates this effective bulk composition for the next step of garnet growth. The
process is repeated for each point along the garnet core-rim transect. In the final step of our
approach, the rim conditions are independently estimated by isopleth thermobarometry as
described above.

Several evaluations are made to gauge whether the calculations produce a sensible
result. Although multiple paths from the same garnet should follow the same trajectory,
paths could end at different conditions [22], depending on the extent of preservation of
the garnet rim; if analyzing different garnets from the same rock, garnet nucleation could
occur at different times for different crystals (see examples in [20,22]). Similarly, they could
start at different conditions depending on the location of the analyses near the garnet
core. Specifically, either non-central sectioned garnet and/or garnets nucleated at different
times could result in such an observation. Finally, the GZM P-T path will generate a
garnet composition which is compared to the input composition to determine the extent
of a mismatch.
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Assumptions and Uncertainty

A series of assumptions and specifications underlie any thermobarometric estimate
by thermodynamic modeling, including conventional or GZM. P and T estimates are
made by referring to reported properties, including molar enthalpy of formation, molar
entropy, molar volume, heat capacity, bulk modulus, Landau parameters, and Margules
parameters. One widely referenced dataset is the internally consistent database of [59],
with improvements integrated into updated versions released over the years. By calling
on this, or any such dataset, these values are assumed to be reliable to varying degrees.
Although, over time improvements are made. For example, activity-composition relations
have improved in recent years (e.g., [60]).

Determining the uncertainty of a GZM P-T path is complicated given the number
of individual components (all of which have distinctly associated uncertainties) neces-
sary to arrive at an estimated value (e.g., [10,60–67]). Some have shown how this can,
in part, be better constrained through numerical approaches (e.g., [65,68,69]). For exam-
ple, Palin et al. [68] used a Monte Carlo randomization procedure to simulate petrological
heterogeneity at the thin-section scale as well as phase proportion uncertainty. Their ap-
proach allowed for error propagation stemming from geological uncertainty associated
with petrological heterogeneity to be traced. Ultimately, they demonstrated even minor
differences in bulk composition from the same sample might generate distinct differences
in pseudosection topologies. Duesterhoeft et al. [69] later developed a Monte Carlo tech-
nique to efficiently estimate relative uncertainty at the thin section scale. Their approach
relies on EPMA quantitative compositional maps to determine the local bulk composition,
mineral assemblages, modes, and compositions from the same rock volume. This internally
consistent approach (meaning bulk rock composition and P-T estimates are made from the
exact same rock mass) allows for a quantifiable comparison between thermodynamic esti-
mates and observations. Thus, their technique can statistically quantify how local chemical
and compositional heterogeneities (i.e., bulk rock composition/chemical variability) cause
observable variability in thermodynamic P-T estimates.

GZM requires garnet compositions collected by EPMA and a representative bulk rock
chemical composition from the same hand specimen. For EPMA analyses, uncertainty is
determined for each element using counting statistics and then propagating this uncertainty
to the structural formula (e.g., [57,70]). For bulk composition, factors including what
is considered representative, including how the sample was prepared and chosen for
analysis, must be considered. With respect to modeling, which here includes computing
isochemical phase diagrams and estimating P-T conditions, uncertainties in thermodynamic
data being used (i.e., solution models and end member values) are contributing factors.
These are also difficult to determine thoroughly (e.g., [62,71]). If only pure phases are
considered, a Bayesian approach can be used [72]. However, this is complicated when
complex solid solutions are involved, as is often the case. Ultimately, many often report
relative uncertainty values of ±25–50 ◦C and ±1–2 kbar [62,65]. This level of uncertainty
should be anticipated for GZM, even if the isopleth intersections cover a relatively small
region in the P-T space.

Because an analytically determined bulk rock composition is used for GZM estimates,
elaborating on insights reported by [68,73] about what is considered representative or an
appropriate bulk rock composition is necessary. The term “bulk composition” is generally
accepted to mean the average chemical composition of the entire analyzed sample, typically
less than or equal to a thin section in size. This scale is appropriate because it is typically
smaller than the equilibration volume during a metamorphic event. Lanari et al. [73]
refers to this as the “local bulk composition”. Typically, analytically derived bulk rock
compositions contain contributions from accessory minerals that cannot or do not need to be
considered during phase equilibria modeling. As described by [68], appropriate corrections
to the bulk composition are made to account for these, resulting in a “model-ready bulk
composition”. Theoretically, a portion of a zoned metamorphic mineral (e.g., garnet) is
unreactive during the later stages of metamorphism. As such, the relevant bulk composition
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for a volume of rock at nearly all times during metamorphism is not the analytically
determined bulk rock composition (i.e., model-ready). In this circumstance, the reactive
composition is commonly referred to as the “effective bulk composition”. Palin et al. [68]
and Lanari et al. [73] have described at length the inherent uncertainties associated with
each definition of a bulk rock composition. For the purposes of GZM, it is important to
ensure a representative model-ready bulk rock composition is used to estimate nucleation,
that an appropriate, effective bulk composition is used to estimate later P-T estimates along
a garnet growth path, and that the user understands the associated uncertainties of these
values which will propagate through to the final reported P-T estimates.

Another inherent assumption is closed system behavior. Because GZM computes an
effective bulk composition for each P-T step, we assume there is no chemical loss or gain
by the system. Closed rock systems specify that elements partition and exchange into and
between minerals as they grow. For example, as Mn is incorporated into garnet during
growth, its concentration is reduced in the surrounding matrix. In a closed system, it is
assumed that Mn is not flushed away by geofluids leaving the system. In reality, a garnet
composition could change during crystal growth due to open-system conditions, making
this assumption unreliable (e.g., [74]). Chemical exchange in an open system can alter the
primary composition of any mineral phase. For instance, rare earth elements and isotopic
tracers have demonstrated this behavior in metamorphic zircon [75]. However, for pelitic
schists metamorphosed at amphibolite-facies conditions, open-system exchange may only
be a concern for garnets along high fluid-flow conduits (e.g., [76]).

GZM thermobarometry is not immune to a lack of chemical equilibrium, which can
never be proven for any rock system (e.g., [46]). Modification of initial growth compositions
is possible either by intracrystalline diffusion in garnet or via post-growth fluid-rock
interaction associated with dissolution-reprecipitation reactions (e.g., [74,75,77]). Again,
however, this is generally a minor concern [76].

Another challenge to the GZM approach of generating P-T paths is determining and
defining the starting conditions of the garnet core nucleation. The geometric crystal core
can be determined by high-resolution computed X-ray tomography [78]. However, the
compositional core does not always coincide with a geometric center because zoning can
be asymmetric [79]. Thus, chemical evaluation is mandatory to determine chemical zoning
along a centrally exposed crystal. To ensure a complete chemical record is studied, one
would analyze the largest crystal(s) in a population. Alternative approaches are used to
approximate “core” in the absence of X-ray tomography data. For instance, thin section-
scale X-ray maps can be used to reveal the largest crystals within a thin section that have
the highest concentration of Mn closest to the crystal’s center. EPMA can then chemically
characterize the garnets from core to rim. If the largest garnet in a single-stage, prograde
metamorphosed pelite with a simple reaction history, such as chlorite dehydration, is the
oldest, then the largest crystal with the highest Mn content in the core should retain a
complete chemical record of garnet growth. One caveat to this logic though is the largest
crystal does not necessarily imply the oldest crystal. Thus, reinforcing the need to analyze
an array of garnets from each sample, varying in size and even proximity to other garnet
crystals. In general, analyzing the largest crystal has proven successful in other studies
using the GZM approach (e.g., [17,19–23]). A significant value of the GZM approach is
that when systems stray from chemical equilibrium, central sectioning, zoning symmetry,
and a lack of diffusional modification, a user can detect the problem. An important check
on the efficacy of the GZM P-T path and isopleth conditions is whether the results seem
geologically reasonable.

3.2. Forward-Modeling Intracrystalline Diffusion and Garnet Growth

Intracrystalline diffusion of Ca++, Mg++, Fe++, and Mn++ within garnet during growth
along a specified P-T path is modeled using Theria_G [26]. This program simultaneously
models intracrystalline diffusion and accounts for chemical fractionation during garnet
growth. This approach requires a specified bulk-rock chemical composition, garnet crystal
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size distribution (CSD), diffusion parameters, and an input P-T-t trajectory (Figure 3). With
these inputs, Theria_G models both primary and diffusion-modified garnet compositions
for each radius class of the CSD.
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Figure 3. Overview of input specifications used for THERIA_G modeling. (A) Garnet crystal size distribution (CSD) for
each radius class as used here and by [26]. Each radii class increases in radius by 140 µm from the previous, with class 10
being the smallest and class 1 being the largest. #grt/ccm = number of garnets per cubic centimeter. (B) Specified P-T paths
over which the modeled rock evolved. Path B is identical to that used by [26]. Path hiT is a higher temperature analog of
path B. (C) Temperature-time plot of each of the four model scenarios tested in the study. Both paths in panel b are run at
two different heating/cooling rates (5 ◦C/my and 50 ◦C/my).

Theria_G is used for two portions of this contribution. First, intracrystalline diffusion
is modeled for an average metapelitic schist using the bulk composition of [80] (Table 1).
We use diffusion parameters from [81], and CSD1 of [26] with a radius class value of 140 µm.
A radius class of 140 µm means that each garnet population increases in crystal radius by
140 µm from the previous class, starting with 140 µm, and theoretically ending at 1400 µm.
Radii classes are defined as garnet generations and are numbered based on their growth
fraction. Pressure-temperature-time path trajectories are described in detail later.

Table 1. Initial bulk rock compositions.

Sample (wt%) C & T (2008) * Avg. Bayındır † Avg. Bozdağ † MM03-23 MM03-26

SiO2 59.80 61.01 64.31 62.22 64.58
Al2O3 16.57 17.35 20.56 15.73 19.52
FeO ‡ 5.81 7.17 8.77 8.84 8.67
MnO 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.06
MgO 2.62 2.53 0.85 3.22 0.66
CaO 1.09 1.43 0.34 1.30 0.29

Na2O 1.73 2.81 0.47 2.16 0.71
K2O 3.53 3.04 1.42 2.74 1.66
TiO2 0.75 0.90 1.13 1.00 1.36

Total 92.0 96.3 97.9 97.3 97.5

* Average metapelite bulk rock composition reported by [80]. † Average bulk compositions for specific Central
Menderes Massif nappes computed using the appropriate compositions presented in [23]. ‡ All Fe is assumed
to be ferrous.

The second application of Theria_G is forward modeling garnet growth in the Bayındır
and Bozdağ nappes from the Central Menderes Massif. Here four separate input bulk
compositions are used (Table 1). One is an averaged Bayındır nappe bulk-rock compo-
sition (n = 6 samples), the second is an averaged Bozdağ nappe bulk-rock composition
(n = 3 samples), and the final two are specific, representative, samples from each nappe
(Bozdağ = MM03-26; Bayındır = MM03-23) (Table 1). Averaged values, instead of individ-
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ual compositions from every sample, were used as the approach was to compare Theria_G
results across multiple samples. Two specific samples for included for nuanced compar-
isons. A CSD consisting of eight radii classes was specified, each increasing in radius
by 250 µm (Figure 4). Pressure-temperature-time path trajectories are described in detail
below. Major element X-ray maps from all CMM samples considered in this contribution,
including MM03-23 and MM03-26, can be found in Supplementary File S1.
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Figure 4. Specified P-T-t trajectories for Theria_G simulations executed using average bulk rock compositions from
the Menderes Massif (Turkey) Bayındır and Bozdağ nappes. (a) Specified crystal size distribution (CSD), based upon
petrographic observations. (b) Pressure-temperature paths specified for Theria_G simulations. The trajectories are based
upon previous P-T estimates made throughout the region, and also consider field observations. (c) Temperature-time
histories for P-T paths to show specified heating/cooling rates.

4. Results
4.1. Modeling Diffusion in an Average Metapelitic Schist

Although chemical diffusion and the impacts of diffusional modification on P-T path
calculations have long been a focus of study (e.g., [80–91]), documenting how diffusion
impacts GZM P-T paths has been noted [22,23] but under-explored. Original divalent
cation zoning in garnet < 100 µm will be modified if the crystal encounters T > 600 ◦C for a
protracted period (e.g., [3,90–94]). A fundamental assumption for the GZM approach is
that input garnet compositions record their original, prograde growth paths.

To investigate the impact of cation diffusion on GZM estimates, we numerically simu-
lated garnet growth for a given volume of rock over a series of P-T-t paths. Note, results
presented in the following subsection do not focus specifically on garnets from Turkey but
rather, a separate numerical experiment designed to independently test the effect of diffu-
sion on the GZM method. Each simulation ran along a unique P-T-t trajectory (Figure 3B,C).
Two were identical to “Path B” used by [26], only differing in heating/cooling rate (5 ◦C/my
vs. 50 ◦C/my). These rates were chosen to examine the impact of two extremes: slow
(5 ◦C/my) and rapid (50 ◦C/my). Inferences can be made intermediate rates based on our
observations and those made by others (e.g., [92]). The next two simulations are similar
in path shape and have identical heating/cooling rates to Path B but achieved a max T of
670 ◦C (as opposed to 610 ◦C) and a final T of 515 ◦C (as opposed to 455 ◦C) (Figure 3B).
Once all four simulations were finished, forward-modeled garnet compositions (primary
and diffusional-modified) were used as inputs for GZM P-T path modeling and isopleth
thermobarometry. Because the P-T path was prescribed, the accuracy of each GZM path
can be evaluated. Note- simulations are referenced by their path and heating/cooling rate
(Path-B_5 ◦C/my, Path-B_50 ◦C/my, Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my, and Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my). All
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simulation input specifications and results are summarized in the next sections and in
Supplementary File S2.

4.1.1. Modeling Garnet Compositions

Garnets from radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8 are compared within and between the various
model simulations. Figures 5 and 6 show the results using only the almandine and
spessartine mole fractions. All compositional data, including pyrope and grossular mole
fractions, can be found in Supplementary File S3.
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pacted by diffusion as each class contains their appropriate chemical record of the overall 
garnet growth episode. Each class is identical to its counterpart between simulations (i.e., 
non-diffused vs. diffused). Class 1 contains a complete chemical record of metamorphism, 
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Figure 5. Compilation of the Theria_G modeled almandine mole fractions for radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8. Radius is the
distance in mm from the core. Symbols represent model-predicted initial prograde growth profiles that are not impacted by
intracrystalline diffusion, whereas the solid red lines correspond to the final diffusion-impacted profiles. Each panel is a
separate simulation unique in heating/cooling rate and/or input P-T path. (A) Results for a simulation evolved along [26]
path “B” at a heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my. (B) evolved along [26] path “B” at a heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my.
(C) evolved along the hiT path (Figure 3B) with a heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my. Panel (D) evolved along the hiT path
with a heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my. All data are plotted at the same y-scale for ease of comparison.
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Figure 6. Compilation of the THERIA_G modeled spessartine mole fractions for radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8. Radius is the
distance in mm from the core. Symbols represent model-predicted initial prograde growth profiles and are not impacted by
intracrystalline diffusion, whereas the solid red lines correspond to the final diffusion-impacted profiles. Each panel is a
separate simulation unique in heating/cooling rate and/or input P-T path. (A) Results from a simulation evolved along [26]
path “B” at a heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my. (B) evolved along [26] path “B” at a heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my.
(C) evolved along the hiT path (Figure 3B) with a heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my. (D) evolved along the hiT path with a
heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my. All data are plotted at the same y-scale for ease of comparison.

For Path-B_5 ◦C/my and Path-B_50 ◦C/my, the initial almandine fractions are not
impacted by diffusion as each class contains their appropriate chemical record of the
overall garnet growth episode. Each class is identical to its counterpart between sim-
ulations (i.e., non-diffused vs. diffused). Class 1 contains a complete chemical record
of metamorphism, whereas class 8 only recorded a small fraction (as expected). In
Path-B_5 ◦C/my (Figure 5A), radius class 1 has an initial Xalm of 0.46-mole fraction,
whereas classes 6 and 8 are higher at 0.53 and 0.63 initial Xalm, respectively. Compared to
Path-B_50 ◦C/my (Figure 5B), the initial fractions are identical. Both Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my
and Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my results have similar chemical gradient trends that increase from
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the core to rim; however, the initial almandine fractions for Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my are
~0.1 higher (Figure 5C,D).

As seen in the diffused results for all four simulations, diffusion noticeably relaxes
the almandine profiles in the lower heating/cooling rate simulations (Path-B_5 ◦C/my
and Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my). For Path-B_5 ◦C/my, the effect of diffusion is most pronounced
in radius class 6 (Figure 5A). Garnets from Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my were most impacted by
diffusion, and every radius class exhibits gradient relaxation (Figure 5C). Similar trends
are observed in the spessartine mole fraction in both initial prograde and diffusion profiles
(Figure 6).

4.1.2. Core and Rim P-T Conditions by Isopleth Thermobarometry

Table 2 lists all core P-T conditions estimated by GZM isopleth thermobarometry for
all radii classes. The associated isochemical phase diagrams and fractionated bulk com-
positions that generated these conditions are provided in Supplementary Files S4 and S5.
Samples are coded by heating/cooling rate (5 ◦C/my vs. 50 ◦C/my), radius class (1, 4, 6, 8),
and whether the primary (p) or diffused (d) garnet composition modeled by Theria_G
is used (e.g., 5-1_p = 5 ◦C/my, radius class 1, primary composition). For each garnet
generation in all four Theria_G simulations, core and rim conditions were estimated. These
conditions were estimated using the Theria_G predicted prograde garnet composition and
the final diffusional-modified composition. Appropriate fractionated bulk compositions
computed by Theria_G are used as the “initial” bulk compositions for later generations.

Table 2. Garnet core and rim P-T conditions estimated by isopleth thermobarometry.

Sample *
(Path-B)

Core T
(◦C)

Core P
(kbar)

Rim T
(◦C)

Rim P
(kbar)

Sample
(Path-hiT)

Core T
(◦C)

Core P
(kbar)

Rim T
(◦C)

Rim P
(kbar)

Garnets at a heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my

5-1_p 500 5.9 560 9.7 5-1_p 520 5.3 665 10.2
5-1_d 500 5.9 560 9.7 5-1_d 525 5.5 565 9.6
5-4_p 500 6.1 560 9.7 5-4_p 520 5.4 665 10.2
5-4_d 505 6.3 560 † 9.7 † 5-4_d - ‡ - - -
5-6_p 520 6.7 560 9.7 5-6_p 545 5.9 665 10.3
5-6_d 545 † 8.1 † 560 9.7 5-6_d - - - -
5-8_p 560 9.1 560 9.7 5-8_p 570 6.8 665 10.1
5-8_d 560 † 9.1 † 560 † 9.7 † 5-8_d 610 † 8.6 † - -

Garnets at a heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my

50-1_p 500 5.9 560 9.7 50-1_p 520 5.3 590 7.5
50-1_d 500 5.9 560 † 9.7 † 50-1_d 520 5.3 590 7.5
50-4_p 500 6.1 560 9.7 50-4_p 525 5.4 - -
50-4_d 500 6.1 560 † 9.5 † 50-4_d † 530 † 5.5 † - -
50-6_p 515 6.8 560 9.7 50-6_p 545 5.9 590 7.5
50-6_d 520 7.0 - - 50-6_d - - 590 7.8
50-8_p 540 8.8 560 9.7 50-8_p 575 6.8 590 7.5
50-8_d 545 8.7 - - 50-8_d 575 6.9 590 7.5

* Samples are coded by heating/cooling rate (5 vs. 50), radius class (1, 4, 6, 8), and whether the primary (p) or diffused (d) garnet
composition modeled by THERIA_G was used (e.g., 5-1_p = 5 ◦C/my, radius class 1, primary composition). See Figure 4 for these
simulation specifications. † Not all isopleths intersected and/or plotted, but still able to infer a plausible condition. ‡ “-“ the value is not
reported due to a lack of isopleth overlap or isopleths did not plot within the specified range of P-T conditions.

GZM core P-T estimates for garnets from Path B at 5 ◦C/my and 50 ◦C/my were
obtained for every sample. These estimates, made using the original prograde composition,
reproduced P-T values predicted by Theria_G for every garnet radius class. Isopleth P-T
estimates agree with the prescribed conditions of garnet-growth computed by Theria_G;
this is a cross-check to ensure isopleth P-T estimates are reliable. Core P-T estimates made
using diffused garnet compositions from Path-B_ 5 ◦C/my deviate from their undiffused
counterpart for radii classes 6 and 8. For Path-B_50 ◦C/my, core estimates made using
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diffused compositions slightly deviate from non-diffused composition estimates by <5 ◦C
and <0.3 kbar (Table 2).

For reference, we will state the anticipated (i.e., prescribed) P-T conditions. For Path B
at 5 ◦C/my and 50 ◦C/my radius class 1 nucleates at 500 ◦C and 5.9 kbar; radius class 4
nucleates at 502 ◦C and 5.9 kbar; radius class 6 nucleates at 517 ◦C and 6.6 kbar; radius
class 8 nucleates at 556 ◦C and 9.1 kbar. For 5 ◦C/my, all growth should cease at 560 ◦C
and 9.7 kbar, and at 565 ◦C and 9.7 kbar for 50 ◦C/my. For Path hiT at 5 ◦C/my and
50 ◦C/my radius class 1 nucleates at 521 ◦C and 5.3 kbar; radius class 4 nucleates at 523 ◦C
and 5.4 kbar; radius class 6 nucleates at 543 ◦C and 5.9 kbar; radius class 8 nucleates at
579 ◦C and 6.8 kbar. For 5 ◦C/my, all growth should cease at 645 ◦C and 10.1 kbar, and at
589 ◦C and 7.2 kbar for 50 ◦C/my.

Garnet core P-T estimates from both Path-hiT trajectories agree with Theria_G pre-
dicted values for every estimate made using undiffused compositions. Estimating core-
growth conditions for diffused garnets from the Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my simulation was only
possible for radii classes 1 and 8. However, radius class 8 diffused conditions are 40 ◦C
and 1.8 kbar higher than estimates from its undiffused counterpart (Table 2). An inability
to produce estimates for radii classes 4 and 6 is because the diffused compositions signifi-
cantly deviate from their undiffused counterparts (>0.1 mole fraction), whereas diffused
and undiffused compositions from radii classes 1 and 8 are within 0.02 mole fraction.
Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my diffused profile core P-T estimates from every generation agree with
their undiffused counterparts. This result is because core compositions were unchanged
between diffused and undiffused profiles.

Rim P-T estimates made by isopleth thermobarometry were successful for every radius
class from Path-B_5 ◦C/my (Table 2). Again, this was a cross-check to demonstrate we are
able to reproduce prescribed growth conditions. Success means isopleth thermobarometry
estimated the prescribed P and T conditions (i.e., all isopleth overlapped). Attempts to
generate rim conditions for samples from Path-B_50 ◦C/my were successful when using
the prograde garnet composition. However, they failed when using diffused compositions
for all but the largest radius class. This failure occurred despite an agreement between the
original and diffused compositions. Subtle diffusion in the smaller radii classes likely im-
pacted how the bulk rock fractionated during garnet growth, thus impeding the method’s
ability to estimate conditions.

Estimating the correct rim P-T conditions when using compositions from Path-hiT at
both rates is variable (Table 2). Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my rim estimates are obtained for every
radius class, except for radius classes 4 and 6 when using diffused compositions (Table 2).
Every estimate made using a primary composition returned the prescribed rim-growth
conditions for this simulation, whereas radius class 1 using the diffused composition
underestimated T by ~100 ◦C. Rim P-T estimates made by isopleth thermobarometry for
Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my garnets were successful (i.e., all isopleth overlapped) for every attempt,
excluding radius classes 4 (both primary and diffused) and 6 (only diffused). For these
cases, P-T estimates did not predict the prescribed conditions at the end of the paths. This
failure, in turn, led to the computation of an incorrect fractionated bulk composition that is
not in equilibrium with Theria_G computed garnet compositions. We will elaborate on the
problem regarding the effective bulk composition of diffused samples later. If the final six
points from both paths are ignored (both undiffused and diffused), however, the final rim
estimates agree with the prescribed conditions.

4.1.3. Modeled P-T Paths

GZM-modeled garnet-growth P-T paths are obtained for every sample listed in Table 2.
Again, the garnet compositions were produced by Theria_G simulations and the specified
bulk composition of [79]. GZM paths modeled using garnet compositions from Path-B
5 ◦C/my and 50 ◦C/my replicate the prescribed Theria_G path regardless of whether
the core to rim composition has been modified by diffusion (Figure 7a,b). The results are
generally within the accepted analytical uncertainty for thermobarometry, as discussed
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earlier. However, minor deviations exist. The final six points of Path-B_ 5 ◦C/my, radius
class 4, and primary composition overestimate T by ~15 ◦C (Figure 7a). The final points of
Paths-B_ 50 ◦C/my, radius classes 6 and 8, using diffused compositions, overestimate T by
~10 ◦C and P by ~0.5 kbar (Figure 7b). GZM P-T path estimates using garnet compositions
from Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my and Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my deviate from the prescribed Theria_G
path to a greater extent, specifically when using diffused garnet compositions.
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Figure 7. GZM modeled garnet P-T paths using Theria_G simulated garnet compositions (both primary and diffused)
presented in Figure 3 as specified profiles. (a) P-T paths for radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8 modeled by GZM using garnet
compositions generated in simulation 1 (Path B, heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my). (b) P-T paths for radii classes 1, 4, 6,
and 8 modeled by GZM using garnet compositions generated in simulation 2 (Path B, heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my).
(c) P-T paths for radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8 modeled by GZM using garnet compositions generated in simulation 3 (Path hiT,
heating/cooling rate of 5 ◦C/my). (d) P-T paths for radii classes 1, 4, 6, and 8 modeled by GZM using garnet compositions
generated in simulation 1 (Path hiT, heating/cooling rate of 50 ◦C/my).

This failure to replicate the prescribed path is most pronounced for diffused garnets
from Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my (Figure 7c). For this group, only radius class 1 generated a P-T
path estimate consistent in shape to the prescribed path but ultimately underestimates P by
~3.5 kbar at the end. Radii classes 4, 6, and 8 all fail to estimate the correct P-T conditions
and even suggest garnet grew during exhumation as opposed to burial. Specifically, radius
class 4 begins at 555 ◦C and 6.9 kbar, proceeds to drop in pressure to 6.2 kbar (T = 585 ◦C)
and then reaches its final point at 630 ◦C and 6.9 kbar. Radius class 6 begins at 575 ◦C and
7 kbar, continues to increase in T to 585 ◦C but drops in P to 6.2 kbar. Similarly, radius
class 8 begins at 577 ◦C and 6.9 kbar and grows along an exhumation path to 586 ◦C and
6.3 kbar.
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Interestingly, for path-hiT_50 ◦C/my, diffused compositions from each radii class
returned P-T estimates that fell within the range of the complete garnet growth window.
For example, every P-T estimate from radius class 4 ranges from 7 kbar and 550 ◦C to 6 kbar
and 590 ◦C, whereas the prescribed garnet growth window is between 5.3 kbar and 520 ◦C
and 10 kbar and 660 ◦C. Although the diffused composition from radius class 4 was unable
to predict the true P-T path shape, it was still able to return meaningful P-T estimates for
the sample. Here meaningful estimated conditions are defined as those that the garnet
experienced at some point during metamorphism, but not necessarily at nucleation or
growth termination.

P-T path estimates using garnet compositions (both non-diffused and diffused) from
high-T_50 ◦C/my deviate less from the prescribed path than estimates using compositions
from high-T_5 ◦C/my. In general, most P-T paths for high-T_50 ◦C/my agree with the
prescribed path. However, the final P-T point estimates for radii classes 1, 4, and 6 (both non-
diffused and diffused) overestimate P between 0.5–1.5 kbar and T by 5–15 ◦C (Figure 7d).
The only significant path deviation occurred when the diffused compositions from radius
class 6 were used (Figure 7d). The first half of the path suggests garnet growth was isobaric,
and that the second half of growth occurred during burial. Both compositions from radius
class 8 accurately estimated rim growth.

4.1.4. Variable Effective Bulk Compositions

To determine the efficacy of estimating core and rim conditions by isopleth thermo-
barometry for diffused garnets that may have nucleated well after the first generation, core
and rim conditions were estimated using the initial bulk composition as opposed to the
appropriate fractionated bulk compositions (Table 3). Theoretically, this scenario would be
the only available composition one might have for a rock sample that experienced diffusion.
We chose to focus on diffused core and rim compositions computed by Theria_G at both
heating/cooling rates for Path hiT.

Table 3. Garnet core and rim P-T conditions.

Sample (Path hiT) * Core T (◦C) Core P (kbar) Rim T (◦C) † Rim P (kbar) †

5-4_dp - ‡ - ‡ 740 9.8
5-6_dp - ‡ - ‡ 740 9.8
5-8_dp 610 † 8.6 † 740 9.8
50-4_dp 530 † 5.5 † 580 6.8
50-6_dp 550 † 6.1 † 580 6.8
50-8_dp 575 † 6.9 † 580 6.8

* Values are estimated by isopleth thermobarometry using Theriak-Domino to test the sensitivity of GZM
thermobarometry to diffusion and input bulk composition. Every estimate was made using the original bulk rock
composition of [80] as input as opposed to the appropriate fractionated bulk compositions (as done for values
reported in Table 2). Samples are coded by heating/cooling rate (5 vs. 50), radius class (4, 6, 8), and indicating the
diffused profile was used (d) (e.g., 5-4_dp = 5 ◦C/my, radius class 4, diffused garnet composition used, and results
for this experiment). Note, the second “p” is included in every sample to differentiate from the results presented
in Table 2. † Not all isopleths intersected and/or plotted, but still able to infer a plausible condition. ‡ Value not
reported because no condition was determinable either due to a lack of isopleth overlap and/or isopleths do not
plot within the defined P-T space.

Estimating core P-T conditions did not work for radii classes 4 and 6 from
Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my (hiT5-4_dp and hiT5-6_dp, Table 3), but every other case returned values
consistent with the prescribed conditions of core growth (within standard thermobarometry
errors). For instance, core-growth estimates for radius class 4 from Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my are
530 ◦C and 5.5 kbar (hiT50-4_dp, Table 3), whereas the actual conditions of nucleation for
this sample are 525 ◦C and 5.5 kbar (Table 2). Rim P-T estimates were produced for every
sample in this experiment and are identical within each simulation. For Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my,
this experiment estimated conditions of 740 ◦C and 9.8 kbar (Table 3), whereas the pre-
scribed rim-growth conditions are 665 ◦C and 10.2 kbar (Table 2). Simulation 4 estimates
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for this experiment were 580 ◦C and 6.8 kbar (Table 3), whereas prescribed rim growth
occurred at 575 ◦C and 6.7 kbar (Table 2).

Not all the isopleths of ±0.01 mole fraction spessartine, grossular, almandine, and
pyrope overlapped for each attempt. The values reported in Table 3 reflect regions in the
P-T space where two or three of the four isopleths overlapped or converged but do not
entirely overlap in the P-T space. For every trial with reported conditions, grossular and
pyrope isopleths overlapped, and occasionally almandine. See Supplementary File S5 for
complete isochemical phase diagrams.

Although Path-hiT_5 ◦C/my rim T estimates are over 100 ◦C higher, P estimates were
consistent with the specified pressure. Both P and T estimates for Path-hiT_50 ◦C/my
were identical to the prescribed values (Table 2). Because the appropriate bulk composition
was not used, and the samples experienced chemical relaxation, replicating the prescribed
conditions should not be expected. However, results from this experiment suggest mean-
ingful rim P-T estimates might be retrievable from samples that have been impacted by
diffusion, particularly from the late-stage garnets of a population. Heating and cooling
rates also influence the reliability in that the more rapidly cooled (i.e., quickly exhumed)
samples should retain a better record. Ultimately, this approach would not produce reliable
GZM P-T paths for every sample, but the relative core and rim P-T estimate might be
retrievable. These relative conditions may provide insights into the tectonic processes that
operated in a field area that may not be otherwise obtainable.

4.2. A Model-Based Evaluation of the Central Menderes Massif using Theria_G

As noted above, GZM holds promise for estimating meaningful metamorphic condi-
tions from diffused garnets and may reveal the extent to which diffusion alters estimated
conditions from the original growth composition. We next evaluate the validity of metamor-
phic conditions reported from diffusively zoned garnets exposed in the central Menderes
Massif, western Turkey [23].

To evaluate the reliability of these estimates, we use Theria_G to simulate garnet
growth and intracrystalline diffusion over a series of specified P-T-t trajectories in an
attempt to model the observed garnet zoning pattern in five of the rocks (Figure 1). These
rocks are Bayındır samples MM03-22, MM03-23, MM03-33 and Bozdağ samples MM03-26,
MM03-27 (Figure 8). This modeling exercise aims to test whether speculated Barrovian
metamorphic P-T conditions/paths reported by [23] are plausible (Figure 2).

As noted by [23], the original chemical zoning in garnets from both the Bayındır
and Bozdağ nappes was modified by intracrystalline diffusion. Only the largest gar-
nets (>1.5 mm diameter) from the Bayındır nappe show core to rim chemical gradients
(Figure 8a–d), and garnets from the Bozdağ nappe only retain minor chemical gradients,
even those >2 mm in diameter (Figure 8e–h).

A CSD consisting of eight radii classes was specified based upon petrological obser-
vations (Figure 4a). Three Theria_G P-T-t trajectories were designed using petrological
observations and previous P-T estimates (Figure 4b) [21,23,31,37,39]. P-T conditions for
Path 1 are based upon previously reported GZM P-T paths in the Southern and Central
Menderes Massif [21,23]. This path assumes a maximum P of 7.6 kbar and T of 600 ◦C
before exhumation. Path 2 commences at 500 ◦C and 6 kbar, proceeds to 685 ◦C and 8.5 kbar,
and then exhumes to 450 ◦C and 3 kbar. Path 3 is the same as path 2, but in this case,
the sample reaches a maximum P of 10.5 kbar. Paths 2 and 3 are designed to test lower
and upper P boundaries reported by [23] based on the observation of ragged staurolite
grains associated with garnet. A heating/cooling rate of 18 ◦C/my is maintained for each
path. This specific heating/cooling rate is chosen to maintain a simulation duration of
~20 ± 3 my (Figure 4c). Any rate between 15–23 ◦C/my would have also satisfied this goal.

The total duration of each path, 18 my (Path 1) and 23 my (Paths 2 and 3), is a
consequence of maintaining a constant 18 ◦C/my heating/cooling rate (Figure 4c). The
Barrovian-style Main Menderes Metamorphic (MMM) event is poorly constrained at
62-25 Ma based on 40Ar/39Ar and Rb-Sr mica ages [95–97]. However, the timeframe is
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generally attributed to the Eocene-Oligocene (e.g., [45,98]). We believe the model duration
is consistent with (1) the timing of Cenozoic tectonism responsible for metamorphism,
(2) the observation of partial exhumation of rocks in the Menderes Massif, and (3) reported
timescales of metamorphism.
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Figure 8. Garnet compositions from select samples from the Central Menderes Massif [23]. Data are
plotted as individual garnet mole-fraction end-member (spessartine, grossular, almandine, pyrope).
Panels (a–d) are from Bayındır nappe samples MM03-22, 23, and 33. Panels (e–h) are from Bozdağ
nappe samples MM03-26 and 28.

In total, four simulations were run: three using the averaged Bayındır nappe com-
position and one using the averaged Bozdağ nappe composition. Each Bayındır nappe
simulation ran using one of the three P-T trajectories displayed in Figure 4b while the
only simulation for the Bozdağ nappe was run along Path 3. We also include simulation
results ran along Path 3 using the specific bulk-rock compositions of samples MM03-23
and MM03-26 as opposed to average bulk-rock compositions; observations from these two
models are discussed.

We only present the Theria_G modeled almandine and spessartine mole fractions for
radii classes 1, 3, 5, and 6 (Figure 9). Pyrope and grossular mole fractions are presented in
Supplementary Files S6. The original garnet compositions generated from each simulation
for the Bayındır nappe are typical of Barrovian metamorphic garnets. They show increasing
almandine content and decreasing spessartine content from core to rim (Figure 9a–c,e–h).
Noticeable diffusion is not observed for Bayındır Path 1 results but is observed in every
radius class from Bayındır paths 2 and 3. This observation is not unexpected as Path 1
never exceeds 600 ◦C, whereas paths 2 and 3 achieve a maximum T of 685 ◦C. Despite the
occurrence of diffusion in samples along paths 2 and 3, pronounced chemical gradients
remain for their radii classes 1 and 3 (radii > 1.0 mm), and even a subtle gradient is present
in the smaller garnets.
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Figure 9. Theria_G predicted almandine and spessartine compositions in average samples from the Bayındır and Bozdağ
nappes (Menderes Massif, Turkey). (a–h) depict the predicted original prograde-growth composition for different radii
classes (symbols), and diffusion-modified composition (solid red lines) as the sample evolves on one of the three specified
P-T-t trajectories shown in Figure 4a.

Only one simulation is executed for the Bozdağ nappe, and it evolved along P-T Path 3.
Overall, spessartine content is low (<0.05 mole fraction) compared to almandine (between
0.72 and 0.9 mole fraction). Modeled prograde almandine compositions for every radius
class predict a gradual increase from the core to mid-crystal then a sharp increase from
~0.76 mole fraction to ~0.9 mole fraction (Figure 9d). Following this increase, the almandine
content decreases toward the rim, with a noticeable near-rim drop from 0.86 mole fraction
to 0.84 mole fraction, then levels off to a constant value of ~0.8 mole fraction for the
remainder of the crystal.

Modeled diffusion for almandine in every radius class is analogous to a wave in the
Bozdağ nappe: an increase from core to mid crystal, then decrease from mid-crystal to rim.
For spessartine, mole fraction values decrease from core to rim, but a minor mid-crystal
spike is predicted (<0.01 mole fraction) (Figure 9h). Diffusion in spessartine is modeled for
every radius class, but a subtle chemical gradient remains. This unusual chemical zoning,
particularly evident for almandine content, is the consequence of predicted garnet stability
varying across P-T space given the effective bulk-rock composition. The mid-crystal spike
occurs because garnet growth ceased when the population reached 0.76 mole fraction as
the P-T path crosses into the staurolite stability field but resumes as the model progresses
into a second garnet growth stability field.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Implications for the Reliability and Sensitivity of GZM

From the results of our sensitivity evaluation using an average metapelitic schist, we
make several observations. First, estimating P-T conditions and paths by GZM appears to
reproduce the prescribed initial condition if the sample does not experience peak metamor-
phic T > ~600 ◦C and/or is quickly exhumed. If a sample reaching a maximum T ~600 ◦C
slowly cools (i.e., is slowly exhumed), diffusion is expected to occur for crystals with a
radius < 0.8 mm (Figures 5A and 6A). Despite this, P-T estimates within the standard errors
of thermobarometry are still achievable. The results suggest that modeling garnet P-T paths
by GZM should be possible for any metapelitic garnet-bearing rock that has a maximum
T of ≤600 ◦C and is void of post-growth modification. These conditions correspond to
moderate amphibolite facies Barrovian metamorphism. Post-growth modifications would
include metasomatism and significant retrograde alteration.

Second, intracrystalline diffusion is expected in garnets experiencing a maximum
T well above 600 ◦C, unless the crystal is rapidly exhumed and has a radius >1.0 mm
(e.g., [3,89–91,93]). To focus on this observation, we have computed the mismatch between
prescribed and modeled conditions (Figure 10; ∆TG-GZM). Because diffusion will modify a
garnet composition if the sample slowly cools and/or has a radius <1.0 mm, meaningful
P-T paths estimated by GZM should not be expected. Although our results do not define
an accurate path or path shape, the P-T estimates are still generally meaningful in terms
of the overall conditions. As seen in Figure 10, the larger radii classes for path hiT_5
generally produce estimates within 25 ◦C and 1 kbar, whereas smaller radii classes return
unreliable absolute estimates. Although conditions are incorrect for the smaller crystals,
most estimates do fall within uncertainty and could be considered satisfactory in a relative
sense but should only be reported if supported by additional information (e.g., petrographic
observations). Therefore, while GZM may not always be suitable for estimating P-T paths
for diffused samples, estimates of meaningful relative metamorphic conditions appear to
be possible using this method, as was the case in the Central Menderes Massif [23].

Third, if metamorphism significantly exceeds 600 ◦C and a sample is rapidly ex-
humed, the smallest, and/or last garnet population to nucleate, may lack compositional
zoning. Garnet zoning may not develop because of a highly fractioned bulk-rock com-
position and short growth duration. Thus, garnets from this population may not experi-
ence dramatic chemical relaxation from the core to the rim. As such, this subpopulation
theoretically should be able to accurately predict the final conditions of garnet growth
(Figures 7d and 10c,d). Because this population would nucleate well after the original bulk
rock composition has fractionated in response to earlier metamorphism, approximately
one million years in our example, what to use as an appropriate starting bulk composi-
tion when attempting to model a P-T path for this subpopulation remains unclear. We
do note, however, this is not to say zoning cannot- or will not- develop in the youngest
(or smallest) population(s), even subtle gradients can develop, and will then relax due to
intracrystalline diffusion.

5.2. Interpreting the Cenozoic Metamorphic History of the Central Menderes Massif

Theria_G generated garnet compositions using averaged bulk rock compositions are
compared against observed garnet compositions from the Bayındır (samples MM03-22,
MM03-23, MM03-33) and Bozdağ nappes (samples MM03-26, MM03-27) in Figure 11. For
illustrative purposes, we only focus on almandine and spessartine mole fractions. Bayındır
Path 3 diffused spessartine compositions are similar to Bayındır nappe samples MM03-22
and MM03-33 in transect zoning pattern and concentration (Figure 11a,b). MM03-23 zoning
is effectively flat, but the observed spessartine and almandine mole fraction values are
comparable to simulated diffused profile values. Simulated zoning for Bozdağ nappe
garnets is consistent with observed compositions in samples MM03-26 and MM03-28
(Figure 11e–h). Interestingly, even a Theria_G predicted “wave zonation” is observed for
almandine, although more pronounced than in an actual sample (Figure 11g,h).
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Figure 10. A visual representation of the computed mismatch between the prescribed path and GZM
modeled path values for path hiT only (∆TG-GZM). The x-axis represents the time from nucleation
of radii class 1 (my = million years). (a) Temperature mismatch for path hiT-5. (b) Pressure mis-
match for path hiT_5. (c) Temperature mismatch for path hiT_50. Pressure mismatch path hiT_50.
(d) Pressure mismatch for path hiT_50.Dashed lines in every panel represent bounds of uncertainly
for temperature (±25 ◦C) and pressure (±1 kbar). Symbology code: 5-1_p = 5 ◦C/my, class 1 primary
composition; 5-1_d = 5 ◦C/my, class 1 diffused composition.

As mentioned earlier, these simulations used averaged bulk rock compositions. How-
ever, for further comparison, we have also included simulated results using the whole-rock
bulk compositions from samples MM03-23 and MM03-26 (Figure 11a,c,e,g,). Here we only
show the modeled diffused profiles. For the Bayındır nappe, the modeled garnet profile for
MM03-23 is remarkably consistent with the observed composition for both spessartine and
almandine (Figure 11a–d). For Bozdağ nappe sample MM03-26, the modeled spessartine
profile is generally consistent with the observed values. Modeled almandine concentrations
from core to rim for MM03-23 are similar, but we note modeled core is lower (0.71 vs. 0.81)
while rim values are consistent. The almandine chemical wave described earlier is also pre-
dicted for MM03-26, however, as seen in Figure 11g, the inflection predicted by Theria_G is
more pronounced than the observed profile.

As demonstrated here and suggested by [23], Bozdağ nappe and smaller Bayındır
nappe garnets (<1 mm diameter) were likely modified by intracrystalline diffusion. Given
the general consistency between simulation-predicted compositions and observed compo-
sitions, we postulate rocks from the Bozdağ and Bayındır nappes experienced a tectono-
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metamorphic history similar to Path 3 (Figure 3), although Bayındır nappe samples may
not have been buried as deep. To summarize our preferred interpretation: metamorphism
initiates at ~500 ◦C and ~6 kbar, reaches a maximum P of 10.5 kbar, experiences a maximum
T of 685 ◦C as a transition from burial to exhumation occurs, then the sample is isothermally
exhumed to a P of 5.5 kbar and finally cools to <450 ◦C at 3 kbar. Given the stipulated
heating/cooling rate, a sample evolving along this path would have been exhumed from
peak P (10.5 kbar) to a P of 5.5 kbar within 3 million years, then gradually exhumed to a P
of 3 kbar over 12 million years. While the exact conditions (maximum P and T) and specific
heating/cooling rate are debatable, it is clear from this modeling exercise that all garnets
experienced peak metamorphic T of ≥650 ◦C.
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Figure 11. A comparison between Theria_G predicted garnet compositions for samples in the central
Menderes Massif and actual garnet compositions determined by EPMA [23]. (a) Theria_G predicted
spessartine compositions for an average Bayındır nappe rock evolving along Path 3 (Figure 4a).
(b) Observed spessartine content in a subset of samples from the Bayındır nappe. (c) Theria_G
predicted almandine compositions for an average Bayındır nappe rock evolving along Path 3.
(d) Observed almandine content in a subset of samples from the Bayındır nappe. (e) Theria_G
predicted spessartine compositions for an average Bozdağ nappe rock evolving along Path 3.
(f) Observed spessartine content in a subset of samples from the Bozdağ nappe. (g) Theria_G
predicted almandine compositions for an average Bozdağ nappe rock evolving along Path 3.
(h) Observed almandine content in a subset of samples from the Bozdağ nappe.
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6. Conclusions

GZM is a promising technique that can sharpen our understanding of the lithospheric
dynamics responsible for metamorphism. A primary objective of this work was to evaluate
the reliability of GZM thermobarometry, test its sensitivity to intracrystalline diffusion, and
reinterpret the Cenozoic prograde metamorphic history of the Central Menderes Massif
(Figure 12). Sensitivity testing was accomplished using Theria_G to simulate garnet growth
along a series of prescribed P-T-t trajectories for a sample with an average metapelite
composition. This experiment suggests that estimating P-T conditions using GZM is a
reliable approach, particularly when peak metamorphic T is ≤600 ◦C and/or if the sample
was rapidly exhumed. Naturally, the most reliable garnet from a population to target
is from the first generation (i.e., theoretically largest), but later generations also return
reliable P-T estimates. Not surprisingly, diffusion will occur if a sample achieves peak T’s
sufficiently above 600 ◦C; however, the extent to which chemical relaxation progresses is a
function of heating/cooling rate and crystal size. This general result has been previously
demonstrated (e.g., [93]). Within this category of samples (i.e., high peak T’s), the ability to
model reliable garnet-growth P-T paths is strongly dependent upon the heating/cooling
rate. Results here indicate that replication of prescribed P-T paths is possible so long as
cooling is rapid. Finally, this series of modeling experiments suggest that although precise
P-T estimates cannot be made for a sample that has experienced intracrystalline diffusion,
meaningful P-T estimates can be made by isopleth thermobarometry. Caution should be
exercised if attempting to model complete P-T paths by GZM for this class of samples.
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Figure 12. A simplified compilation of the most likely P-T path rocks in the Central Menderes Massif
traveled along during an orogenic cycle responsible for metamorphism. This path is superimposed
onto previously reported conditions [23] to demonstrate that although these recently reported
conditions are not absolute, they are generally accepted as a relative estimate.

Findings from this study validate the results presented by [23] for samples from the
central Menderes Massif (Figure 12). Further application of Theria_G using average bulk
rock compositions from the region confirmed their “flat” profiles are a consequence of
chemical relaxation by predicting observed EPMA compositions. This work also suggests
peak metamorphic T’s in the region exceeded 650 ◦C. While implied peak P from this work
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overestimates previously reported GZM P’s by 2–3 kbar [23] (Figure 12), our new results
suggest these rocks reach a maximum P of 8–10 kbar. Overall, peak P and T conditions
reported in this contribution are consistent with observed mineral assemblages and are,
therefore, considered reliable.
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Theria_G simulated garnet compositions for an average metapelitic schist; File S4: fractionated
bulk compositions generated by Theriak Domino; File S5: all isochemical phase diagrams and
labeled reactions; File S6: Theria_G simulated garnet compositions for average Bayındır and Bozdağ
nappe garnets.
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